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Set 2:  Words ending in ‘able’ 1 

1st try 2nd try 3rd try

laughable

enjoyable

valuable

breakable

agreeable

miserable

reliable

available

passable 

impassable





- Words ending in 'able' -

Name: Date:

Decode the word 2
The words below have been written in code. Match the number to the letter and 
write the correct word on the line provided beside each code.

1. unhappy
2. can be broken
3. worth a lot
4. ready to be used
5. pleasant

6. funny
7. to get pleasure from
8. satisfactory
9. trustworthy

10. not able to be got through

1. 19-7-26-23-13-5-18-12-23

2. 18-13-23-5-20-5-18-12-23

3. 2-5-12-9-5-18-12-23

4. 5-2-5-7-12-5-18-12-23

5. 5-8-13-23-23-5-18-12-23

6. 12-5-9-8-21-5-18-12-23

7. 23-14-15-6-1-5-18-12-23

8. 11-5-26-26-5-18-12-23

9. 13-23-12-7-5-18-12-23

10. 7-19-11-5-26-26-5-18-12-23
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- Words ending in 'able' -

Name: Date:

Magic Square 2
Match each letter and word to one of the clues. Then write the number of the clue 
in the box next to the letter.  Each row and each column should add up to the 
same number.

A. agreeable F. available
B. breakable G. laughable
C. miserable H. impassable
D. passable I. enjoyable
E. reliable

1. satisfactory
2. unhappy
3. not able to be got through
4. to get pleasure from
5. trustworthy

6. pleasant
7. can be broken
8. funny
9. ready to be used

A= B= C=

D= E= F=

G= H= I=
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- Words ending in 'able' -

Name: Date:

Word Jumbles 2
The letters of the words below are all mixed up. Read what the word means and 
then write the correct spelling on the line.

1. not able to be got through
2. to get pleasure from
3. worth a lot
4. funny
5. ready to be used

6. satisfactory
7. pleasant
8. trustworthy
9. unhappy

10. can be broken

1. ealpmbsasi

2. aeblenyoj

3. ulveabla

4. bhagullea

5. vaailblea

6. pebaasls

7. alereegba

8. ialbrele

9. erbilsame

10. aklebebar
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- Words ending in 'able' -

Name: Date:

Write your own sentences 2
Write an interesting sentence on the lines to show that you understand what the 
word at the beginning means.  If you don't know the meaning, you could use a 
dictionary to find out.

1. passable

2. agreeable

3. impassable

4. valuable

5. miserable

6. enjoyable

7. breakable

8. available

9. laughable

10. reliable
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